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AC-3 AIR CONDITIONING



-



AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM AC22F-05



ON-VEHICLE INSPECTION Sight Glass



I11244



Item



1. INSPECT REFRIGERANT VOLUME Observe the sight glass on the liquid tube. Test conditions:  Running engine at 1,500 rpm  Blower speed control switch: ”HI” position  A/C switch ON  Temperature control selector: ”COOL” position  Fully open the doors



Symptom



Amount of refrigerant



Remedy



1



Bubbles present in sight glass



Insufficient*



(1) Check for gas leakage with gas leak detector and repair if necessary (2) Add refrigerant until bubbles disappear



2



No bubbles present in sight glass



None, sufficient or too much



Refer item 3 and 4



3



No temperature difference between compressor inlet and outlet



Empty or nearly empty



(1) Check for gas leakage with gas leak detector and repair if necessary (2) Add refrigerant until bubbles disappear



4



Temperature between compressor inlet and outlet is noticeably different



Correct or too much



Refer to items 5 and 6



5



Immediately after air conditioning is turned off, refrigerant in sight glass stays clear



Too much



(1) Discharge refrigerant (2) Evacuate air and charge proper amount or purified refrigerant



6



When air conditioning is turned off, refrigerant foams and then stays clear



Correct



-



*: Bubbles in the sight glass with ambient temperatures higher than usual can be considered normal if cooling is sufficient.



2002 ECHO (RM884U)



Author:



Date:



1450



AC-4 AIR CONDITIONING



-



AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM



2.



INSPECT REFRIGERANT PRESSURE WITH MANIFOLD GAUGE SET This is a method in witch the trouble is located by using a manifold gauge set. Read the manifold gauge pressure when the these conditions are established. Test conditions:  Temperature at the air inlet with the switch set at RECIRC is 30 - 35 °C (86 - 95 °F)  Engine running at 1500 rpm  Blower speed control switch at ”HI” position  Temperature control dial at ”COOL” position HINT: It should be noted that the gauge indications may vary slightly due to ambient temperature conditions.



(1) Normally functioning refrigeration system. Gauge reading: Low pressure side: 0.15 - 0.25 MPa (1.5 - 2.5 kgf/cm2) High pressure side: 1.37 - 1.57 MPa (14 - 16 kgf/cm2)



I01386



(2)



Moisture present in refrigeration system.



Condition : Periodically cools and then fails to cool



I01387



Symptom seen in refrigeration system



Probable cause



During operation, pressure on low pressure side sometimes become a vacuum and sometime normal



Moisture entered in refrigeration system freezes at expansion valve orifice and temporarily stops cycle, but normal state is restored after a time when the ice melts



Diagnosis  Drier in oversaturected state  Moisture in refrigeration system freezes at expansion valve orifice and blocks circulation of refrigerant



Remedy (1) Replace drier (2) Remove moisture in cycle through repeatedly evacuating air (3) Charge proper amount of new refrigerant
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AC-5 AIR CONDITIONING



-



(3)



AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM



Insufficient cooling



Condition: Insufficient cooling



I01388



Symptom seen in refrigeration system



 Pressure low on both low and high pressure sides  Bubbles seen in sight glass continuously  Insufficient cooling performance



Probable cause



Diagnosis



Gas leakage at some place in refrigeration system



(4)



 Insufficient refrigerant in system  Refrigerant leaking



Remedy (1) Check for gas leakage with gas leak detector and repair if necessary (2) Charge proper amount of refrigerant (3) If indicated pressure value is near 0 when connected to gauge, create the vacuum after inspecting and repairing the location of the leak



Poor circulation of refrigerant



Condition: Insufficient cooling



I01389



Symptom seen in refrigeration system  Pressure low in both low and high pressure sides  Frost on tube from receiver to unit



Probable cause



Refrigerant flow obstructed by dirt in drier



Diagnosis



Condenser clogged



Remedy



Replace drier
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AC-6 AIR CONDITIONING



(5)



-



AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM



Refrigerant does not circulate



Condition: Does not cool (Cools from time to time in some cases)



I01449



Symptom seen in refrigeration system



 Vacuum indicated on low pressure side, very low pressure indicated on high pressure side  Frost or dew seen on piping before and after receiver/ drier or expansion valve



Probable cause



Diagnosis



 Refrigerant flow obstructed by moisture or dirt in refrigeration system Refrigerant does not circulate  Refrigerant flow obstructed by gas leakage from expansion valve



(6)



Remedy (1) Check expansion valve (2) Clean out dirt in expansion valve by blowing with air (3) Replace drier (4) Evacuate air and charge new refrigerant to proper amount (5) For gas leakage from expansion valve, replace expansion valve



Refrigerant overcharged or insufficient cooling of condenser



Condition: Insufficient cooling



I01390



Symptom seen in refrigeration system  Pressure too high on both low and high pressure sides  No sir bubbles seen through the sight glass even when the engine rpm is lowered



Probable cause



Diagnosis



Remedy



 Unable to develop sufficient performance due to excessive  Insufficient cooling of condenser



 Excessive refrigerant in cycle→refrigerant overcharged  Condenser cooling → condenser fins clogged or condenser fan faulty



(1) Clean condenser (2) Check cooling fan with fluid coupling operation (3) If (1) and (2) are in normal state, check amount of refrigerant Charge proper amount of refrigerant
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AC-7 AIR CONDITIONING



-



(7)



AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM



Air present in refrigeration system



Condition: Insufficient cooling



NOTE : These gauge indications are shown when the refrigeration system has been opens and the refrigerant charged without vacuum purging. I01392



Symptom seen in refrigeration system  Pressure too high on both low and high pressure sides  The low pressure piping hot to the touch  Bubbles seen in sight glass



Probable cause



Diagnosis



Air entered in refrigeration system



(8)



 Air present in refrigeration system  Insufficient vacuum purging



Remedy (1) Check compressor oil to see if it is see if it is dirty or insufficient (2) Evacuate air and charge new refrigerant



Expansion valve improperly



Condition: Insufficient cooling



I01450



Symptom seen in refrigeration system  Pressure too high on both low and high pressure sides  Frost or large amount of dew on piping on low pressure side



Probable cause



Trouble in expansion valve



Diagnosis  Excessive refrigerant in low pressure piping  Expansion valve opened too wide



Remedy



Check expansion valve Replace if defective
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AC-8 AIR CONDITIONING



(9)



-



AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM



Defective compression compressor



Condition : Does not cool



I01393



Symptom seen in refrigeration system  Pressure too high on low high pressure sides  Pressure too low to on high pressure side



Probable cause



Internal leak in compressor



3. (a) (b)



Diagnosis  Compression defective  Valve leaking or broken sliding parts



Remedy



Repair or replace compressor



INSPECT IDLE-UP SPEED Warm up engine. Inspect idle-up speed when the these conditions are established.  Warm up engine  Blower speed control switch at ”HI” position  A/C switch ON  Put gear shaft in neutral  Temperature control dial at ”COOL” position M/T: Magnetic clutch condition



Idle-up speed



Magnetic clutch not engaged



600 ± 50 rpm



Magnetic clutch engaged (Condenser fan speed at low)



700 ± 50 rpm



Magnetic clutch engaged (Condenser fan speed at high)



875 ± 50 rpm



If idle speed is not as specified, check idle control system. A/T: Magnetic clutch condition



Idle-up speed



Magnetic clutch not engaged



700 ± 50 rpm



Magnetic clutch engaged (Condenser fan speed at low)



750 ± 50 rpm



Magnetic clutch engaged (Condenser fan speed at high)



875 ± 50 rpm



If idle speed is not as specified, check idle control system.
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AC-9 AIR CONDITIONING



4. (a)



(b)



-



AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM



INSPECT FOR LEAKAGE OF REFRIGERANT Perform in these conditions:  Stop engine.  Secure good ventilation (If not the gas leak detector may react to volatile gases witch are not refrigerant, such as evaporated gasoline and exhaust gas.)  Repeat the test 2 or 3 times.  Make sure that there is some refrigerant remaining in the refrigeration system. When compressor is OFF: approx. 392 - 588 kPa (4 - 6 kgf/ cm2, 57 - 85 psi) Bring the gas leak detector close to the drain hose before performing the test.



HINT: 



After the blower motor stopped, leave the cooling unit for more than 15 minutes.  Expose the gas leak detector sensor the under the drain hose.  When bring the gas leak detector close to the drain hose, make sure that the gas leak detector does not react to the volatile gases. If such reaction is unavoidable, the vehicle must be lifted up. (c) If gas leak is not detected on the drain hose, remove the blower resistor from the cooling unit. Then insert the gas leak detector sensor into the unit and perform the test. (d) Disconnect the connector and leave the pressure switch for approx. 20 minutes. Then bring the gas leak detector close to the pressure switch and perform the test. (e) Bring the gas leak detector close to the refrigerant lines and perform the test.
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inspection - CapHector 

Try to rotate the clutch pinion gear counter- clockwise and check that it locks. If necessary, replace the starter clutch. 13. INSPECT MAGNETIC SWITCH.
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inspection - CapHector 

(On vehicle). Injector. SF09K-07. S05359. Fuel Tube Connector ... INSPECTION. 1. INSPECT INJECTOR INSPECTION. CAUTION: Keep injector clear of sparks ...
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Final Inspection 

AC Form 8050-2, Aircraft Bill of. Sale (kit aircraft only) ... Purchase a logbook for the air- frame, engine, and ... FAA Order 8130.2, "Airworthiness. Certification of ...
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inspection - CapHector 

75.000 - 75.013 mm (2.95275 - 2.95326 in.) Maximum diameter: 75.013 mm (2.95326 in.) If the diameter is greater than maximum, replace the cylinder block. 6.
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Inspection Panels 

Other types include hinged doors in ply-covered structures or .... George C. Prill, Director of the FAA's Flight Stan- dards Service, said the data is needed to evaluate and plan the maintenance airman certification and surveillance pro- gram.
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inspection .fr 

fumes are poisonous and can cause loss of consciousness and death in a short time. Never drain the float bowl when the engine is hot. Severe burns may result.
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inspection - CapHector 

Inspect the disassembled parts for wear, rust or damage. 2. MEASURE BRAKE SHOE LINING THICKNESS. Using a ruler, measure the shoe lining thickness.
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inspection - CapHector 

I12354. LOCK. UNLOCK. BE-68. -. BODY ELECTRICAL. POWER DOOR LOCK CONTROL SYSTEM. 1272. Author : Date : 2002 ECHO (RM884U). INSPECTION.
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Final Inspection 

No aircraft, not even an ama- teur-built ... an airworthiness certificate. And the ... certificate. Thanks to homebuilding's re- spectable safety record, the growing .... and your builder's log substantiates this claim. Note: The FAA takes its paper-
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inspection - CapHector 

(a) Fasten the front seat belts. (b) Drive the car at 10 mph (16 km/h) and slam on the brakes. Check that the belt locks and cannot be extended at this time. HINT:.
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exterior inspection b737-800 

maintenance crew has accomplished the following checks : .... STEP 16. PART 6. STEP 14 2. STEP 15 2. Check wingtip. White Strobe lights & Green position ...
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on-vehicle inspection - CapHector 

ON-VEHICLE INSPECTION. 1. REMOVE RADIATOR CAP. CAUTION: To avoid the danger of being burned, do not remove the ra- diator cap while the engine ...
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Yearly Condition Inspection 

A yearly condition inspection is more than a requirement; it's a personal ... good when using one, like you know what you're doing. The instructions that came ...
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Prebuy Inspection Success Tips 

ing number of prebuy inspections I am asked to perform on ... landings initially. The new nosewheel tire presents a different picture altogether. ... whether it is over the phone or in person. ... for a project. Another item I find annoying is hav-.
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Better Pilot: Tactile Inspection 

stick & rudder better pilot. Tactile Inspection. Don't just look at it, feel it. CLARE PATTERSON, EAA 738844. Ilike to do what I call a tactile inspection on airplanes.
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Better Pilot: Tactile Inspection 

Ilike to do what I call a tactile inspection on airplanes. I have never ... agent had just flown it to me for a pre-buy inspection. ... Yikes. I offered the pilot a car, but.
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wheel assembly inspection and maintenance 

Insure that the wheel tie bolts are secure and have not worked loose. 2. Visually .... If the tube does not have a white dot, align the red dot on th tire with the valve ...
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WHEEL ASSEMBLY INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 

2. Visually inspect the wheels for corrosion, cracks, or other visible damage. 3. Inspect the brake disc for evidence of cracks, corrosion, deep grooves, or.
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Core Inspection Checklist - Empire Cat 

Branch Store. Inspection. Comments. Engines (3500). No. No. Tear down and Inspection required before core credit can be issued. Engines. Yes. Yes.
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Canard Aircraft Grounding & Elevator Inspection 

Conditions in the Banning Pass near Palm Springs at the time of the accident were reported as strong wind shears with lots of dust devils. The. Banning pass is ...
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inspection service agreement with respect 

OUI. AE - ______. NON. 5. MODALITÃ‰S D'EXÃ‰CUTION DES SERVICES. 5.1. Date et heure de I'inspection. L'inspection de L'IMMEUBLE sera exÃ©cutÃ©e le ...
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BRAKE CALIPER INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 

INSPECTION. 1. Visually inspect the caliper for corrosion, leaking hydraulic fluid, cracks or visible damage. 2. Check back plate attachment bolts to insure that ...
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SAFETY GUIDELINES INSPECTION INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

aparentes de abuso por parte del cliente, la unidad serÃ¡ reem- plazada o reparada. Si se produce una disputa sobre el reemplazo de la bomba, el distribuidor o ...
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Liasse fiscale Assistance Technique - Inspection 

28 fÃ©vr. 2018 - 084. 086. Charges constatÃ©es d'avance *. 092. 094. Total II. 096. 098 ... Variation de stock (matiÃ¨res premiÃ¨res et approvisionnements) *. 240.
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